Genetically Engineered Plasma Membrane Nanovesicles for Cancer-Targeted Nanotheranostics.
A series of ligand-targeted nanosystems have been rapidly exploited to selectively deliver drug molecules to desired cell populations. The conjugation of protein ligands to the nanoparticle (NP) surface endows nanovehicles with active targeting properties. However, the nonspecific covalent coupling of protein ligands to nanocarriers may compromise the protein targeting due to the uncontrolled ligand orientation as well as the decline in ligand activity during linkage process. With this regard, biomimetic synthetic strategies are employed for the preparation of genetically engineered nanovesicles (GNV) from cellular plasma membrane with targeting moieties on the surface in a ligand-oriented manner. Herein, we introduce the biomimetic synthetic strategy and procedures for GNV preparation. This chapter may guide readers to design analogous NPs for cell-specific targeting by displaying particular protein probes (e.g., antibody, nanobody, and single-chain antibody) on the surface of GNVs.